ONCE IN A GENERATION,
A CASE COMES ALONG
THAT CAN CHANGE HISTORY.

Integrity First for America is taking on the leadership of the violent
white nationalist movement in court — sending a clear message that
violent hate has no place in our country.

We live in fraught times. Anti-Semitism, racism, and other forms of hate are on
the rise. From Charlottesville to Pittsburgh to Poway to El Paso, the crisis of
violent white nationalism has gone unchecked.
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ABOUT SINES V. KESSLER
In August 2017, neo-Nazis, white supremacists, and other far-right extremists
descended on Charlottesville, Virginia, for what they called “Unite the Right.”
This rally was not a peaceful protest but, rather, a meticulously planned
conspiracy to bring violence to Charlottesville—the result of months of online
organizing, fueled by bigotry and hatred. They chanted “Jews will not replace
us” and “Blood and Soil.” They carried swastikas and other Nazi symbols. And
they murdered Heather Heyer and injured countless others.

As the attack unfolded, litigators Roberta Kaplan and Karen Dunn — in
partnership with IFA — sprang into action, using the best tool at our disposal to
fight back: our justice system.

This landmark federal suit against the two dozen neo-Nazis, white supremacists,
and hate groups responsible for the Charlottesville attack seeks to hold them
accountable for their conspiracy to commit racially-motivated violence.

INTEGRITYFIRSTFORAMERICA.ORG

HOW WILL THIS CASE MAKE
A DIFFERENCE?
The court has rejected the defendants' efforts to block this suit and trial is
scheduled for October 2020.
This suit is the only current effort to use our justice
system to take on the vast leadership of the violent
white nationalist movement. It has the potential to
uncover who’s funding this infrastructure — and
bankrupt it. And it sends a clear message: violent

Once in a generation, there is a trial that
fundamentally changes our nation. This will be
that trial — laying down a clear marker against
organized hate and violence here in America.
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hate has no place here.

HOW CAN YOU HELP?
FINANCIAL

Every dollar donated to IFA supports this
litigation, including critical security costs.
www.integrityfirstforamerica.org/donate

OUTREACH

Help spread the word online or by hosting
an event for IFA in your community.
contact@integrityfirstforamerica.org
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